
 
 
 

Take part to the contest “Let’s post our Landscapes on TALKSCAPES”! 

 “Let’s post our Landscapes on TALKSCAPES” is the engagement contest launched within the 

ERASMUS+ “TALKSCAPES - Talking about us and our European Communities by talking about our 

life landscapes” Project, funded by the Romanian National Agency ANPCDEFP(Agentia Nationala 

pentru programe comunitare in domeniul educatiei si formarii profesionale) with respect to the 

KA229 2018 Call – Strategic partnerships for Schools’ interchange, and promoted and being 

implemented by a Partnership between Our School, Colegiul National Economic “Andrei 

Barseanu” and 4 European Schools of  Bulgaria, Poland, Greece and Italy . 

According to the primary topic of the TALKSCAPES Project focusing on European Landscapes as 

“daily life sceneries” of local communities and, in this sense, socio-cultural mediation, integration 

and identity “agents”, the contest “Let’s post our Landscapes on TALKSCAPES” will represent a first 

opportunity to engage both all our Educational Community and our Citizenry in identifying 

landscapes particularly significant for localities in which each one is living and/or where has lived 

in past. All this to be made through postal cards, meaning just analogic ones and, therefore, the 

classic paper-made and illustrated cards, not digital ones, representing urban and non-urban 

landscapes, that everyone interested in participating the contest would bring to Our School, or 

instead would mail to our School’s address. 

Everyone interested in supporting us in collecting those special kind of portrayal of our European 

Landscapes, will be asked to engage her/his own parents, relatives and friends involving them in 

identifying many other significant landscape of the respective (daily or past) life localities, by 

mailing to our School’s address postal cards both more ancient and contemporary. 

In this sense, everyone will participate in our contest “Let’s post our Landscapes on TALKSCAPES”, 

will be asked to indicate on the back side of each postal card these 3 following data: 

- Locality represented, Region, European Country 

- Official denomination of the represented locality both in National Language and in local 

language/dialect version, and, whereas it will be possible, also in one or more official Languages of 

the European Union 

- A brief description of the landscape represented within the postal card, highlighting its own most 

significant characteristic elements. 

All collected postal cards will be catalogued and digitalized by the TALKSCAPES Project workgroup 

and landscapes represented through them will be mapped within the TALKSCAPES Project web 

public platform. 

The most beautiful postal cards, according the same TALKSCAPES Project workgroup, will be 

published weekly on the web platform. 



Moreover, all the postal cards will constitute an archive of fundamental tiles of a growing 

European Landscapes mosaic on top of which it will be implemented also the ERASMUS+ corner at 

each one of the 5 partner Schools, during the entire project realization period. 

So, what are You waiting for? Take part in the contest and mail to our School address Your best 

landscape postal cards! 

  


